Among the most aesthetically designed hotels in the city, Avasa
elegantly blends minimalist design language with a pragmatic
approach to hospitality. Every facet of the hotel integrates modern
interiors and sophisticated, yet practical facilities. Spread over 3 acres,
Avasa offers 217 stylish rooms, a range of culinary experiences and
unique spaces for official meets and social get-togethers.
Welcome to Avasa, our take on the modern art of hospitality.

STAY
Avasa Silver
Functional and yet stylish, these twin-stay rooms effortlessly combine design aesthetic
and comfort in equal measure.
Avasa Platinum Club
Our unique take on a double room that comes with a complimentary cocktails at
the Club Lounge.
Avasa Studio Suite
A generous double is how we best describe this spacious room, which includes
complimentary cocktails at the Club Lounge and an hour’s access to the meeting room.

Avasa Gallery Suite
This quite simply is our vision of a grand stay. Almost twice the size of the most spacious
rooms in the city, the Gallery Suite also includes complimentary cocktails at the
Club Lounge and a two hour access to the meeting room.

IN THE PINK
Gymnasium
There cannot be an excuse to miss your workout sessions. That’s why we have
equipped our Gym with the best facilities to ensure your fitness regime tops your
priorities for the day.
Spa
We know you’ve dreamt of resting your feet on the table all day. Allow us to give
you a much more enticing alternative.
Swimming Pool
The best place to get your body in shape. All the more better if you choose to let
it rest as you lounge by the pool side.

PRIVATE AFFAIRS
Bridge - Club Lounge
We understand the impact a peaceful hour or two has on the mind after a hard
day’s work. Recharge yourself at the Club Lounge or entertain your guests for the
evening. Exclusively for guests staying in the Platinum Club, Studio Suite and the
Gallery Suite.

ALL-STAR KITCHENS
At Avasa, we believe food is as much an expression of life as any other art form. And
that it’s meant as much to delight as it is to satisfy. Which is why, we take special care to
understand a whole lot more than your palate before we let our chefs take over.
Pi - All Day Dining
Experience all of the world’s best fare without having to step away from your table.
Breakfast: 07:00 am -10:30 am | Lunch: 12:30 pm - 3:00 pm
Dinner: 7:30 pm - 11:00 pm
Ohm - Specialty Asian
Asia is our inspiration and your plate, our canvas. Perhaps the best combination for a
contemporary vibe.
Lunch: 12:30 pm - 3:00 pm | Dinner: 7:00 pm - 11:30 pm
Sky - Lounge Bar
With a name so apt, there’s never a dull moment at Sky. Enjoy the stylish ambience at a
venue that will make your everyday evenings, extraordinary.
Timings: 6:00 pm - 12:00 am
Sky Terrace - Rooftop Lounge
If open vistas are what you seek, head straight to Sky Terrace, an open to sky lounge
that overlooks the sparkling skyline of the city.
Timings: 6:00 pm - 12:00 am

BUSINESS AS USUAL
Elegant spaces aside, at Avasa, you will experience the
convenience of creating events that match your desire for scale
and style. Pick from a range of options to host your event, and
watch your event unfold just the way you want it to.
Constellation: Can accommodate up to 1000 guests in a social
gathering and up to 500 in theater style. Includes a spacious
pre-function area, top-of-the-line AV facilities, a grand staircase
and exclusive elevators.
Vega: Can seat up to 140 people in a formal seating and up to
250 people in an informal set-up. Can be combined with Orion
to separate different parts of an event. Includes a shared prefunction area with Orion and high-quality AV facilities.
Nova: Can accommodate a floating gathering of up to 200
people and can be combined with Omni for additional space.
Includes a shared pre-function area with Omni and high-quality
AV facilities.
Orion & Omni: Ideal for board meetings and seminars, these
venues can accommodate up to 45 people each in theater style
seating and are equipped with AV facilities.
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Plot No. 15, 24, 25 & 26, Survey No. 64, Sector-1,
Huda Techno Enclave, Madhapur, Hyderabad - 500 081
T: +91 40 6728 2828, F: +91 40 6663 2828
www.hotelavasa.com

For reservations send an e-mail to reservations@hotelavasa.com

